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DO YOU LIKE CHOCOLATE CHIP COOKIES?



“There’s no such thing as an ideal 
chocolate chip cookie. At least, not one that 

we can all agree upon.  Like pizzas and 
hamburgers, the ideal chocolate chip cookie 
varies from person to person, from mood to 

mood,”

J. Kenji López-Alt  
on Serious Eats



Recipe sharing online



 
By nature, recipes are: 

 - instructional 

 - procedural 

 - (usually) descriptive

Recipe sharing online



Recipe sharing online

naturally crowdsourced 
instructions toward a shared 

goal !!



“Proportion of ingredients is 
important, but the final result 
is also a matter of how you 
put them together.” 

Alain Ducasse
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RECIPE = PROCESS

Obs 1. Cooking is a very important activity in our lives 

Obs 2. We have hundreds of recipes naturally crowdsourced processes  
for a single dish 



RECIPE = PROCESS

Can we 
understand the 

collective knowledge 
and practices around 

cooking? How?

Obs 1. Cooking is a very important activity in our lives 

Obs 2. We have hundreds of recipes naturally crowdsourced processes  
for a single dish 



Cultural analytics

“Longitudinal” 

how individual entities 
evolve, influence with 
time

“Cross-sectional” 

what’s the current  
state of the world
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What can we learn from  
analyzing the embedded processes in  
hundreds of recipes for a single dish?

What makes a cookie a cookie? 

Average recipe? Creative variants or outliers? 

Simplest vs most complex recipe? 

What are some common skills? 

Can we discover ordering constraints? 

Can we cluster fundamentally different  
ways of making a cookie?



RecipeScape: Recipe Analytics Interface

2 Main visualizations 

- RecipeMap 

- RecipeDeck 
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RecipeMap



The Median Chocolate Chip Cookie Recipe



Far Away from the Median Recipe
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RecipeScape: Recipe Analytics Interface

2 Main visualizations 

- RecipeMap 

- RecipeDeck 



RecipeDeck: looking at all the recipes at once



RecipeDeck: heat mode



RecipeDeck: select individual action



RecipeDeck: select more than one action



RecipeScape : within clusters



Computational Pipeline behind RecipeScape



Recipe Text RecipeScape



Recipe Text RecipeScapeGraphical Representation

How to extract structural similarity measure from recipe text?



Step 1: Scrape online recipes



Step 2: Parse recipes and produce a tree



Step 3: Compute similarity between recipe topologies

vs



Step 4: Visualize & support analytics







1) Upgraded version of NYT Cooking’s Ingredient Tagger 

How do we collect labeled training examples? → crowdsourcing 

2) Training: Feed labeled examples to the CRF 

ex) Whisk-Verb, Beat-Verb, Salt-Ingredient, etc… 

3) Run CRF for unlabeled sentences to get cooking verbs 

4) The cooking verbs are stacked in the order they appear 
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VISION AND NEXT STEPS
RecipeScape: Recipe analytics tool 

Analyzing cooking recipes in aggregate and at scale helps us better 
understand collective knowledge and practice around cooking. 

Generalizable technique. Interesting & fun applications like makeup 
instructions, travel guides, path planning etc 

Cooking is essentially applying different kinds of heat transfer to 
various ingredients. How can we utilize this insight? 

Can we augment all recipes to support learning/cooking 
applications? 

Video-based recipes?
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RECIPE TAGGER INTERFACE




